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11
The Prague School

Nikolai Trubetzkoy, Roman Jakobson

Edwin Battistella

11.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the theory of the phoneme and the methods of phonological analysis
as they developed in the collaboration among the linguists of the Prague School and its two
primary representatives, Nikolai Trubetzkoy and Roman Jakobson. Set in the intellectual
excitement of interwar Europe, the Prague Circle developed the agenda for linguistic
research that addressed the nature of phonological elements, the structure of phonological
systems, and the understanding of language change and contact.

11.2 Prelude

Prague, 1925: the Czech linguist and literary historian Vilém Mathesius (1882–1945)
organized a group of scholars to share ideas about language and literature. From this
meeting the Prague Linguistic Circle emerged, which would be led by Mathesius until his
death. Czechoslovakia was a new republic, formed in 1918 from the remnants of the
Hapsburg monarchy and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Under the leadership of Tomáš
G. Masaryk, Czechoslovakia enjoyed an intellectual revival, and Masaryk himself was an
academic and the author of an 1885 book titled the Foundations of Concrete Logic, which
contained a section on language (Masaryk 1885).

Vilém Mathesius became a university professor in 1912 and was the founder of English
Studies at Charles University in Prague. He worked on both English word order and
literature, writing a dissertation on Hippolyte Taine’s critique of Shakespeare, and later
developed the notion of ‘functional sentence perspective’. Mathesius was well established
institutionally, and the Circle meetings continued from 1926 to 1948. Presenters included
leading linguists, philosophers, and literary scholars of the day, among them Jan
Mukařovský, Otto Jespersen, Emile Benveniste, Louis Hjelmslev, Viggo Brøndal, Rudolf
Carnap, Karl Bühler, Edmund Husserl, Rene Wellek, and of course Roman Jakobson and
Nikolai Trubetzkoy, who presented numerous times.¹

Among the small founding group were Mathesius’s student Bohumil Trnka (1885‒
1984) and the expatriate Russians Roman Jakobson (1896‒1982) and Sergei Karcevskij

¹ For a list of the Circle presentations, see Galen (1985: appendix 1).
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(1884‒1955). Jakobson served as vice-president of the Circle—and as its co-leader—until
fleeing Czechoslovakia in 1939.

Jakobson had arrived in Prague in 1920 as a translator and press attaché for the Soviet
Red Cross Mission in Prague. Before that he had studied at the Lazarev Institute of Oriental
Languages in Moscow and earned a Master’s degree from Moscow University in 1918. He
had been active in the Moscow Commission on Dialectology, the Moscow Linguistic
Circle, and OPOJAZ (the Russian acronym for the Society for the Study of Poetic
Language in St. Petersburg) and his interests in avant-garde poetry and art carried over
to his attitudes toward scientific research.

After the Soviet Revolution, Jakobson found government positions briefly with the
Visual Arts Division of the People’s Commissariate for Education and then with the
foreign service. His posting took him to Czechoslovakia, but the Soviet diplomatic mission
was suspect to many Czechs. In Czechoslovakia, Jakobson began studies at the German
University in Prague, where he established a reputation as a Slavist and earned a Ph.D. in
1930, writing a dissertation titled Über den Versbau der serbokroatischen Volksepen (On the
Verse Structure of the Serbo-Croatian People’s Epics). He taught at the Masaryk University
in Brno for several years in the 1930s.

Jakobson fled to Scandinavia after the Nazis invaded Czechoslovakia. In 1939 he
obtained a visa to travel to Copenhagen, where he worked with Danish linguists Viggo
Brøndal (1887‒1942) and Louis Hjelmslev (1899‒1965), founders of the Copenhagen
Linguistic Circle. Later Jakobson moved on to Norway, Sweden, and finally to New York
in 1941, where he began teaching at l’Ecole Libre des Hautes Études later the New School
for Social Research. He taught at Columbia University for a time and in 1949 joined the
faculty of Harvard University, later with a concurrent appointment at MIT.

When the Prague Linguistic Circle was formed in 1925, Jakobson invited his friend
Nikolai Trubetzkoy (1890‒1938) to participate. The two met in 1914 in Moscow at the
Moscow Folklore Commission and became friends. When the Soviet Revolution broke out
in the fall of 1917, Trubetzkoy relocated to Baku, Rostov-on-Don, and Sofia, eventually
making his way to Vienna in 1922, where he obtained the chair of Slavic Linguistics at the
University of Vienna. Jakobson and Trubetzkoy had begun a close personal and profes-
sional correspondence in 1920 (see Trubetzkoy 1975), and their intellectual partnership
later became the driving force for Prague Circle theoretical phonology.

The two shared a number of interests: folklore, phonology, historical reconstruction,
and methodological issues, but they also disagreed on many details. Both were also familiar
with the work of Baudouin de Courtenay and Saussure and versed in the methods of the
Moscow University historical linguists Filipp Fortunatov (1848‒1914), Alexei Shakhmatov
(1864‒1920), and Viktor Porzhezinskii (1870–1929). The Moscow linguists in particular
help shaped Trubetzkoy’s lifelong linguistic interest in the reconstruction of Proto-Slavic,
in part in a negative way. In 1915 he had given a talk in Moscow sharply criticizing
Shakhmatov’s Neogrammarian approach to the history of the Slavic languages. Trubetzkoy’s
own planned history of the Slavic languages remained one of his unfinished works, deferred in
favour of phonological theory.

Jakobson’s early influences included the work of theMoscow and Kazan linguistic schools,
dialectology, folklore and literary studies, and especially poetry and art. Two of his earliest
works were short books on poetry, Novejšaja russkaja poèzija (The Latest Russian Poetry)
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published in 1921 and O češskom stixe (On Czech Verse) published in 1922; the latter relied
heavily on phonemic analysis, citing the work of Lev Scherba (1880‒1944).²

Trubetzkoy and Jakobson were particularly interested in teleology and in the way that
the structure of language helps to explain its history and its future. In taking the view that
linguistic systems are goal oriented, they were influenced both by biology and by the
movement known as Eurasianism, which Trubetzkoy co-founded. As Patrick Sériot (1999,
2014) has shown, the Prague School leaders embraced the notion that structure is rooted in
the whole of a language (parallel to the whole of an organism). Jakobson frequently cited
Lev S. Berg’s (1876‒1950) work on nomogenesis (Berg 1922), which took an anti-
Darwinian, teleological view of evolution, holding that the direction of evolution operates
according to laws independent of natural selection. And Eurasianism, the post-revolution
émigré view of an organic whole of ‘Eurasia’, was one of Trubetzkoy’s great preoccupa-
tions. His and Jakobson’s concept of the Sprachbund (see below) shows the influence of
geographer Petr Nikolaevich Savitsky (1895‒1968) and of linguist August Schleicher.³

For overviews of the Prague School, see Vachek (1966) and Anderson (1985); for an in-
depth history of the Prague Circle, see Toman (1995b); for overviews of Jakobson’s influence,
see especially Thomas (2014); for Trubetzkoy, see Liberman (1991) and Battistella (2017).

11.3 The circle expands

11.3.1 The First International Congress of Linguists

Jakobson’s first presentation to the Prague Circle, in early January of 1927, was titled ‘The
Concept of Sound Laws and the Teleological Principle’ (published as Jakobson 1928) and
argued that the systematic phonological structure of sound systems was key to the
understanding of language change. Jakobson’s teleological principle was also a break
from the views of the Neogrammarian School, which viewed change as affecting individual
sounds in their sequential contexts rather than systems and whose perspective was, in
Jakobson’s words, ‘mechanical’. The Neogrammarian view provided a convenient starting
point for a new theoretical synthesis, as did the work of Saussure, which Jakobson treated
as both a point of departure (embracing the synchronic/diachronic distinction) and as an
object of criticism (dismissing Saussure’s understanding of change in the Neogrammarian
mold as atomistic rather than systemic). Of particular note is Jakobson’s 1929 study of the
phonological evolution of Russian as compared to other Slavic languages (Jakobson 1929,
and 2018 for an English translation). Here Jakobson sought to uncover general, universal
principles of language change and spoke of change in terms of the compatibility or
incompatibility of phonological features.⁴

² I am indebted to Pavel Iosad for bringing this to my attention.
³ Trubetzkoy and Savitsky, along with historian Petr Petrovich Suvchinsky (1882–1985) and theologian

Georgii Vasilevich Florovsky (1893–1979), published Exodus to the East (Iskhod k Vostoku, 1921). Jakobson too
became an adherent of Eurasianism and he also commented more than once on the fundamental differences
between Western science and that of Russia (see Sériot 1999, 2014).
⁴ See Feldstein (2000) and the discussion in Jakobson (2018). See also Trubetzkoy (1975: 147).
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That teleological synthesis took further shape with the opportunity provided by the First
International Congress of Linguists, held at the Hague in 1928. The organizers of the Hague
conference set out a number of question for participants. Jakobson, working closely with
Karcevskij and Trubetzkoy, drafted a set of propositions advocating a fundamental shift of
direction in linguistic research. His Proposition 22 was the key to their efforts, delineating the
primary goal of linguistic descriptions as ‘a characterization of its phonological system, i.e., a
characterization of the repertoire . . . of the distinctive differences among its acoustico-motor
images’ (Jakobson et al. 1928 [1962: 3]).⁵ Proposition 22 went on to stress the importance of
the synchronic phonological system for diachronic study as well, noting that ‘Historical
phonetics is then transformed into a history of the evolution of a phonological system.’ This
challenge to the Neogrammarian position was attractive to a new generation of linguists.
Trubetzkoy also contributed Proposition 16 to the Hague meeting, arguing for the need to
study not just language families but language groups (what the Pragueans would term
‘Sprachbünde’) which show a high degree of similarity in syntax and in the principles of
morphological construction, but lack shared basic vocabulary.

11.3.2 Theses of the Prague Circle: The functional perspective

The propositions of the Hague conference were further developed in the Theses of the
Prague Circle, presented at the First International Congress of Slavists held in Prague in
1929, which were published that year in the first volume of the Circle’s new journal
Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague (see Theses 1929 and Vachek & Dušková 1983
for an English translation).⁶

The Theses themselves, while ranging over a number of topics, are unified by an
underlying functional perspective of language as a tool for communication and by the
teleological perspective of systems as goal directed. They begin thus: ‘Resulting from
human activity, language partakes in its purposefulness. Whether one analyses language
as expression or as communication, it is the intention of the speaker which can explain it in
a most evident and most natural manner’ (Theses 1929 [1983]).

This functional perspective would later find further articulation in Jakobson’s influential
communication model (1960b), in the functional sentence perspective of Mathesius and
later Jan Firbas (1921‒2000) and others, and in the phonological methodology developed
by Trubetzkoy.

The Theses comprise ten sections (and numerous subsections)—from ‘Problems of
Method Following from the Systemic Conception of Language . . . ’ to ‘Exploitation of
New Linguistic Currents in Secondary Schools’. In between are discussions of phonological
methodology, a taxonomy of linguistic functions,⁷ the role of Church Slavonic, issues of

⁵ As Michael Silverstein notes (p.c.), Proposition 22 draws on Saussurean terminology here, alluding to
Saussure’s ‘images acoustiques’.
⁶ Also in 1929, the group launched its series of monographs and conference proceedings, Travaux du Cercle

Linguistique de Prague. World War II brought an end to it. The Travaux was briefly resurrected in 1966–71 and
again in 1995. The Circle’s work was often published in the Czech journal Slovo a slovesnost (Word and Literature).
⁷ Here already the influence of Karl Bühler’s Organon-Model is perhaps apparent. Bühler (1879–1963) was a

psychologist and professor at the University of Vienna from 1922 to 1938. His Organon Model (Bühler 1934),
which distinguished three functions of the speech signal—the expressive, the representative, and the conative—
incorporated the roles of addresser and addressee into the process as the source of the communicative functions.
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transcription, linguistic and ethnographic geography, lexicography and linguistic atlas
work, and the cultivation of a literary standard. Of special importance is §2, which
discusses the ‘Tasks to be Performed by the Examination of the Linguistic System’. Here
the acoustic study is stressed because sound rather than articulation is the purpose of the
speaker, and thus it is necessary to focus on ‘the sound as an objective physical fact, as an
idea, and [most essentially—EB] as an element of the functional system’ (1929 [1983]: 82).
The work of synchronic phonology, then, is to ‘establish the sum of the simplest acoustic-
articulatory ideas which are the bearers of meaning in the given language (phonemes)’,
the relationships between phonemes (the phonological correlation to be discussed below),
the combinations of phonemes, and the degree to which phonemes are used (the
functional load).

11.3.3 The evolution of the concept of the phoneme

The notion of the phoneme continued to evolve and sharpen in the works of Jakobson and
Trubetzkoy, whose efforts were informed by the work of Baudouin de Courtenay and his
students (see Radwańska-Williams, Chapter 9, and Iosad, Chapter 15, both this volume)
and by that of Sapir, Twaddell, Bloomfield, Martinet, and Hjelmslev.⁸ The Project of
Standardized Phonological Terminology (Projet de terminologie phonologique standardisée)
published collectively in 1931 (Projet 1931) described the phoneme as ‘a phonological unit
that cannot be divided into smaller and simpler phonological units’ noting that phonemes
were ‘organized into correlations and disjunctions’. Trubetzkoy defined correlations as
relations perceived as the presence or absence of a certain feature (such as nasality); all
other relations between two phonemes are disjunctions. Around the same time as the Projet
was published, Trubetzkoy (1931 [2001f]) still characterized the phoneme as ‘sound inten-
tions (or sound concepts)’ following Baudouin de Courtenay’s school (1931 [2001f]: 6). By
1934, Trubetzkoy had begun to rethink the model of correlation/disjunction, writing to
Jakobson that ‘I am more and more convinced that we have distinguished too sharply
between correlation and disjunction. In reality, there exists a whole series of nuances.’⁹ In
later essays he shifted his focus back to the notion of contrast, writing that ‘the phoneme is
the logical consequence of the notion of a phonological opposition.’¹⁰

⁸ Iosad (Chapter 15, this volume) documents the parallels, links, and differences between the Prague School
ideas and those of the Leningrad tradition; see also the remarks in Twaddell (1935) for parallels between his views
and those of the Prague School.

⁹ Trubetzkoy (1975: letter 60), cited in Goldsmith & Laks (forthcoming b): ‘In connection with my course on
phonology, I have reconsidered several things. Among others, I am more and more convinced that we have
distinguished too sharply between correlation and disjunction. In reality, there exists a whole series of nuances.
Most clearly perceptible are the correlations which are limited to certain positions (because then in other positions,
we find archiphonemes due to which we become aware of the marked and unmarked character in a particularly
clear way.’
¹⁰ Sound concepts, Trubetzkoy says, are abstractions which become intentions and eventually ‘objectively

perceptible sounds’. In his 1936 essay ‘A Theory of Phonological Oppositions’, written for an audience of
psychologists and logicians, Trubetzkoy tacks back to the Project definition of a phoneme as ‘a term of an
opposition that cannot be reduced to smaller and simpler phonological units’ ([1936] 2001h), advocating practical
work in the theory of oppositions. And in a 1937 piece, Trubetzkoy responded to the anti-phonological essay by
Alfred Schmitt (1936), by arguing that the main problem is not the definition of the phonemes at all and that the
phoneme is the ‘logical consequence of the notion of a phonological opposition’ which in turn ‘is a sound
opposition that can differentiate meaning in a given language’. He adds that ‘The phoneme is a phonological unit
that cannot be divided into (successive) smaller units’ ([1937] 2001a). See also Trubetzkoy (2001d, f, g).
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Jakobson, in a short essay for the Czech encyclopedia Ottův slovník naučný titled
‘Phoneme and Phonology’, offered this definition: ‘The phoneme is the basic concept of
phonology. By this term we designate a set of those concurrent sound properties which are
used in a given language to distinguish words of unlike meaning’ (1932a [1971: 231]).

In his 1939 essay ‘Zur Structur des Phonems’ ([1939b] 1962: 310), Jakobson’s focus was on
the ‘distinctive properties’ of phonemes as ‘purely contrastive properties [that] cannot be
broken down any further’ and on the oppositions of distinctive properties as ‘real, logical,
binary oppositions’.¹¹ By the 1950s Jakobson would be referring to the phoneme and its
concurrent sound properties as a bundle of binary distinctive features (Jakobson et al. 1952:
3‒4; for more discussion, see below and see Dresher & Hall, Chapter 18, this volume).

The evolution from sound units and sound images to sets of concurrent properties in
opposition reflects Trubetzkoy’s and Jakobson’s increasing realization that key questions had
to do with phonological systems and the ways in which those were organized and
delineated—with rigorous methodology and its relation to typology. In his Czech encyclo-
pedia piece, Jakobson stressed the importance of defining a phonological system in terms of
oppositions, adding that ‘Certain structural laws of universal validity underlie the compos-
ition of any phonological system and limit the variety of systems, so that a phonological
typology of the languages of the entire world is quite feasible’ (1932a [1971: 231‒2]). Such a
typology would be based on the oppositions relevant to a particular system rather than on the
system of phones alone.¹² Trubetzkoy’s eventual synthesis echoes this:

The definition of the content of a phoneme depends on what position this phoneme takes
in the given phonemic system, that is, in final analysis, with which other phonemes it is in
opposition. Each phoneme has a definable phonemic content only because the system of
distinctive oppositions shows a definite order or structure. (1969: 66)¹³

11.4 The nature of oppositions and phonemic content

The concept of phonological oppositions and their relation to typology was the centrepiece
of Trubetzkoy’s Grundzüge der Phonologie, considered to be the main theoretical synthesis
of Prague School phonology. Its title alludes to Edward Sievers’s Grundzüge der Phonetik
(1881), the Neogrammarian handbook of phonetics. Trubetzkoy’s Grundzüge was
unfinished—he was dictating pages to his wife until his death—and was prepared for
publication by Jakobson, who submitted the final manuscript to the Travaux du Cercle
Linguistique de Prague.

The Grundzüge, as it is known, further develops Trubetzkoy’s methodology, which was
first outlined in his 1935 Anleitung zu phonologischen Beschreibungen.¹⁴ In TheGrundzüge,
Trubetzkoy explicates his phonological theories and applies them to the phonemic systems

¹¹ The translation follows Baltaxe (1978: 14); see also Jakobson [1939a] 1962) and the discussion in Dresher &
Hall (Chapter 18, this volume).
¹² Just a year earlier in his ‘Phonemic Notes on Standard Slovak’, Jakobson (1931e) had emphasized that in

different languages ‘quite often identical sounds or sound groups implement different phonemes’, contrasting the
vowel system of Czech and Slovak.
¹³ Page references to Trubetzkoy’s Grundzüge der Phonologie are to the 1969 English translation.
¹⁴ Later translated as Trubetzkoy (1968), his Introduction to the principles of phonological descriptions.
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of nearly 200 languages. Trubetzkoy proceeds from first principles: the distinction between
langue and parole and between phonetics as the study of sounds and phonology. The 300-
page work is divided into several sections in which Trubetzkoy discusses the relation of
phonology to other studies (pp. 5–30), where he considers the nature of phonemes
(pp. 30–41) and how they are determined (pp. 41–59) and describes the relations between
phonemes in general (pp. 59–80). In addition, Trubetzkoy illustrates the relations between
phonemes in particular languages (pp. 80–206), and explains neutralization (pp. 206–18),
phonemic combinations (pp. 218–30), phonological statistics (pp. 230–41), and boundary
markers (pp. 241–61).

The core of the exposition begins with a set of logical dimensions or types of oppositions
around which linguists might distinguish among phonemes: proportional and isolated
oppositions; bilateral and multilateral oppositions; and privative, equipollent, and gradual
oppositions.

Proportional oppositions hold between pairs of phonemes when the features which
distinguish them also play a role in distinguishing other pairs of phonemes; an isolated
opposition is one in which the features distinguishing the phonemes do not play a role in
distinguishing other pairs of phonemes, that is, when the phonemes are in a unique
relationship. So, for example, the opposition between /d/ and /t/ in English is proportional
because voicing plays a role in other oppositions in the language. The opposition between
/r/ and /l/ in English is isolated.

Bilateral oppositions are ones in which ‘the sum of the properties common to both
opposition members, is common to these two opposition members alone’ as is the case, for
example, with English /d/ and /t/, which are phonologically identical except for voicing.
Multilateral oppositions are those in which paired phonemes have some feature in
common but other sounds in the language also share that feature. Thus, the opposition
between /s/ and /ð/ in English is multilateral because the features they share are also shared
by other phonemes, but no single feature contrasts /s/ and /ð/, as shown in (1).

(1) Continuant s z ð ɵ
Alveolar s z
Interdental ð ɵ
Voiced z ð
Strident s z

Within the multilateral oppositions, a further distinction is made between homogeneous
and heterogeneous oppositions. Trubetzkoy illustrates heterogeneous oppositions by example:
‘The multilateral opposition p-t, on the other hand, is heterogeneous since there are no
phonemes between p and t that could be conceived of as standing in a relation of bilateral
opposition to these two phonemes as well as to each other’, adding that heterogeneous
multilateral oppositions will always outnumber homogeneous ones (1969: 70).¹⁵

Homogeneous oppositions are ones ‘whose members can be conceived of as the
outermost points in a “chain” ’ (1969: 69) such as the German vowel opposition u-e,

¹⁵ As Harry van der Hulst suggested (p.c.) Trubetzkoy’s choice of terminology is a bit opaque and it may be
helpful to think of heterogeneous oppositions as ‘local’ (there is nothing in between), whereas the homogeneous
ones are ‘non-local’, i.e. they are endpoints on a chain where other phonemes can intervene.
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which delimits the chain of bilateral oppositions u-o, o-ö, ö-e. If a chain of homogeneous
oppositions is unique (if it is ‘the only possible one in the framework of the [ . . . ] phonemic
system’; 70), it is linear; for example, the path from u to i uniquely runs through ü: u-ü-i.
Otherwise, it is nonlinear (‘because the “path” from u to e . . . can be conceived of via several
“chains” of bilateral oppositions’). Thus, the path from u to e might be understood as any
of the following: u-o-ö-e, u-ü-ö-e, or u-ü-i-e.¹⁶

Trubetzkoy considers phonemic content to involve more than just the features of
phonemes. Rather, phonemic content reflects the hierarchy of distinctive oppositions
within a language. Trubetzkoy writes, ‘It should always be remembered that in phonology
the major role is played, not by the phonemes, but by the distinctive oppositions. Each
phoneme has a definable phonemic content only because the system of distinctive oppo-
sitions shows a definite order or structure’ (1969: 67–8). This means that phonemic
content relates to the function of sound in an inventory and that similar inventories
might be structured in quite different ways depending on which properties of sound are
contrastive in that language and which are redundant.¹⁷

Trubetzkoy (1969: 71‒2) again uses the example of German, this time to show how the
logical oppositions bilateral, multilateral, proportional, and isolated allow a phoneme
inventory to be organized. As he explains:

These different types of oppositions determine the inner order or structure of the
phonemic inventory as a system of distinctive oppositions. All proportional oppositions
that show identical relations between their members can be combined into a ‘proportion’,
hence the term ‘proportional’. For example, in German b-d = p-t =m-n, or u- o = ü-ö = i-e.
On the other hand, we have already mentioned those ‘chains’ of bilateral oppositions
which can be interpolated between the members of the homogeneous, and in particular
of the linear-homogeneous, multilateral oppositions: in German, for example, x-k-g-ŋ or
u-ü-i. If one of the oppositions of such a ‘chain’ is proportional, the ‘chain’ intersects with
a ‘proportion’. If a phoneme participates simultaneously in several proportional opposi-
tions, several ‘proportions’ intersect. A phonemic system can therefore be represented in
the form of a series of intersecting parallels. In the German consonant system the
proportions b-d = p-t = m-n, b-p = d-t, and b-m = d-n form an intersection that can be
represented in the form of two parallel chains: p-b-m and t-d-n. The proportions p-b = t-d =
k-g and b-m = d-n = g-ŋ result in the parallelism of the chains p-b-m and t-d-n with k-g-ŋ.
However, the last chain can be augmented by an additional member. It then takes on the
shape x-k-g-ŋ. The relation x-k (stricture/occlusion) is identical in essence with the
relations f-p ̆ and s-c which themselves are only a section of the parallel chains v-f-p̆ and
z-s-c. Finally, s is simultaneously a member of the bilateral isolated opposition s-š. Thus
the following picture emerges:

¹⁶ A reviewer suggests that Trubetzkoy’s definition here is not as precise as it might be and that what was
probably intended was for an opposition to be called nonlinear only if there is no unique shortest path between its
members.
¹⁷ As Dresher (2007) points out, Trubetzkoy’s method of analysing opposition was ambiguous, in some

instances relying on an implicit hierarchy to determine phonemic content and in other instances treating a
property as distinctive whenever it distinguishes phonemes. This hierarchy too is apparent in some of Jakobson’s
work especially Jakobson ([1941] 1968) and Jakobson et al. (1952), prefiguring something like a ‘feature geometry’.
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v z
x f s š

p t k p̆ c
b d g
m n ŋ

In Trubetzkoy’s analysis, which he says reflects ‘phonological reality’, the chained
proportions identify the rows and columns of the phonological system. Of the 190
oppositions in the German consonant system, Trubetzkoy writes that most (150) are
isolated. Eleven oppositions are bilateral proportional (p-bi t-d, k-g, b-m, d-n, g-ŋ, x-k,
v-f, z-s, f-p ̆, s-c) while twenty-nine others are multilateral proportional (presumably, p-t,
p-k, p-p ̆, p-c, b-d, b-g, m-n, m-ŋ, x-f, x-s, x-š, t-k, t-p ̆, t-c, d-g, n-ŋ, f-s, f-š, k-p ̆, k-c, p-m, t-n,
k-ŋ, x-g, x-ŋ, v-f, v-p,̆ z-s, z-c). A logician, first and foremost, Trubetzkoy builds his analysis
from the ground up.

11.4.1 Equipollent, gradual, and privative oppositions

The notions of proportional and isolated oppositions and bilateral and multilateral oppo-
sitions, together with their various subdistinctions, aim at characterizing the phonemic
system as a totality. Trubetzkoy also classifies oppositions according to the relationship
between their members, which may be equipollent, gradual, and privative. Equipollent
oppositions are ones where the phonetic properties are taken to be equal opposites.
Gradual oppositions are ones in which sounds possess a property to various degrees.
Privative oppositions are

oppositions in which one member is characterized by the presence, the other by the
absence, of a mark. For example: ‘voiced’/’voiceless’, ‘nasalized’/’non-nasalized’, ‘rounded’
/’unrounded’. The opposition member that is characterized by the presence of the mark is
called ‘marked’, the member characterized by its absence ‘unmarked’. (1969: 75)

Trubetzkoy (1969: 77) stresses that we must distinguish between what an opposition
potentially (or logically) is and what it actually is. For example, if a language has more
back vowels than /u/ and /o/, the /u/-/o/ opposition could be regarded as gradual, but
where /u/ and /o/ are the only back vowels the opposition could be privative or equipollent,
depending on the system. He explains that:

The interpretation of a distinctive opposition as equipollent, gradual, or privative thus
depends on the standpoint from which it is viewed. Yet, one should not assume that its
interpretation is purely subjective and arbitrary. The structure and the functioning of the
phonemic system in most cases indicates quite unequivocally and clearly how each
opposition is to be evaluated. (1969: 76)

Thus, the function of sounds in the system determines the analysis; see further Dresher
& Hall (Chapter 18, this volume).
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11.4.2 Neutralization and markedness

Pursuing the logic of the system, Trubetzkoy considered the distinctive force of oppositions
and whether they are constant or suspendible. The former are oppositions in which either
phoneme can appear in any environment. Suspendible oppositions are ones in which there
are some phonological environments in which the phonemes are not in contrast and the
opposition is said to be neutralized, as is the case with the opposition between /d/ and /t/
word finally in German. Trubetzkoy called the entity that occurred in such positions an
archiphoneme, a segment consisting of the phonemic content shared by the two phonemes
in the opposition. In German, he explains, the phonemes /d/ and /t/ would be comple-
mented with the archiphoneme /T/ word finally, and the /T/ would consist of all the
common features of /t/ and /d/.¹⁸

In addition, a privative /t/-/d/ opposition might involve either the /t/ or the /d/ as
unmarked, depending on whether the relevant opposition is unvoiced/voiced (with ten-
sing/non-tensing as redundant features) or whether the relevant opposition is tense/non-
tense (with unvoiced/voiced as redundant). Trubetzkoy adds ‘Finally, if from the stand-
point of the functioning of the phonemic system neither d nor t can be considered
unmarked, the opposition t-d must be regarded as equipollent’ (1969: 77).

Later in the Grundzüge, Trubetzkoy distinguishes neutralizations that are motivated by
the phonological context of a segment from neutralizations that represent the logical
character of a privative opposition, that is, neutralization to the unmarked member.
Contextual neutralization would occur when a segment is voiced or unvoiced in the
context of a neighbouring like segment (as with Russian obstruent assimilation). Again,
he stresses the dependence on the phonological system as a whole, suggesting that ‘Only in
those cases where the given phonemic system contains direct proof for another (“unnat-
ural”) distribution of markedness or unmarkedness of the opposition members can this
“natural” way of evaluation be ignored’ (1969: 147).

The relationship among opposition, markedness, and neutralization had been discussed
by Trubetzkoy and Jakobson for some time, first occurring in their correspondence in 1930,
but was in the air much earlier among Russian grammarians.¹⁹ Trubetzkoy wrote that

Apparently every (or perhaps not every?) phonological correlation acquires in linguistic
consciousness the form of an opposition between the presence of some feature and its
absence (or between the maximum and the minimum of some feature). Thus one of the
members of the correlation invariably is ‘positive’, ‘active’, and the other ‘negative’,
‘passive’. At least if the opposition is binary. (Trubetzkoy: 1975: 162f.)

Jakobson’s reply proposed a more general conception:

¹⁸ Trubetzkoy claimed that only bilateral oppositions could be neutralized, but see Anderson (1985: 108) who
argues that multilateral oppositions can be neutralized ‘so long as the resulting archiphoneme remains distinct
from all other contrastive phonemic elements occurring in the given position’. See also Davidson-Nielsen (1978)
and Akamatsu (1988) for some of the history of the notion and a critique, and Vachek (1966) for a later
Prague view.
¹⁹ See Andersen (1989).
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I think it will turn out to be important not only in linguistics, but also in anthropology and
cultural history, and that such historico-cultural correlations as life and death, liberty and
bondage, sin and virtue, holiday and workday, and the like are always reducible to a vs.
non-a relations, . . . (Trubetzkoy: 1975: 162f.)

But as Henning Andersen (1989) notes, Jakobson’s translation of Trubetzkoy’s letter
(Jakobson & Waugh 1979: 90f.) omitted the sentence ‘At least if the opposition is binary’,
and his reply signaled not just the extension of the idea beyond phonological oppositions
but a view of markedness in which all oppositions are characterized as binary and privative.
Jakobson would later extend the concept of privative oppositions and propose that
phonological markedness relations were universal—a step which Trubetzkoy had not
taken. As Toman (1992: 119) notes ‘the wording and the manner of interpreting this
idea [of markedness—EB] is quite typical for Jakobson: he immediately elevated a technical
concept to a general, if not universal, principle’.

There is no telling what direction the creative disagreements between Trubetzkoy and
Jakobson might have taken had Trubetzkoy lived longer, but the documentary evidence
suggests that he remained sceptical concerning binarism (see Halle 1983b; Viel 1984; and
Toman 1992, 1995a). Trubetzkoy saw markedness as a logical property of phonological
systems. Jakobson extended the notion first to the forms and meanings of the Russian verb
(in his 1932b essay on the structure of the Russian verb) and later to grammatical case and
syntax. Along the way, he developed a view of cases and grammatical categories more
generally as bundles of binary semantic features and of the opposition between zero and
non-zero signs (see Battistella 1990, 1996 for more discussion). And, as will be discussed
below, Jakobson extended markedness to the language universals (most notably in
Jakobson 1939 and [1941] 1968). By 1972 he would assert to the general public that
‘every single constituent of any linguistic system is built in an opposition of two contra-
dictories: the presence of an attribute (‘markedness’) in contraposition to its absence
(‘unmarkedness’) (1972: 76).

11.4.3 Phonological properties

11.4.3.1 Vowels
Part IV of the Grundzüge treats phonological properties, that is, the properties of sound
that may distinguish words or sentences. Trubetzkoy distinguishes vocalic, consonantal,
and prosodic properties, with both vowels and consonants being defined by properties of
resonance and properties of localization.

For vowels the relevant properties are degree of aperture (or openness),²⁰ along with
timbre (which distinguishes eight classes of system by frontedness/backness and round-
ness/unroundness).²¹ The properties enable three broad types of vowels systems, linear,
quadrangular, and triangular. Linear systems are ones in which ‘vowel phonemes possess

²⁰ Trubetzkoy notes that ‘it would perhaps be advisable to replace the term properties based on degree of
aperture by properties based on degree of sonority or properties based on degree of saturation’ (1969: 96).
²¹ Trubetzkoy explains (1969: 98) that the oppositions front/back and rounded/unrounded can occur inde-

pendently or in combination, but that in a single system only four can exist:
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specific degrees of sonority but no distinctively relevant properties of timbre (properties of
vocalic localization)’. Quadrangular systems are ones in which ‘vowel phonemes not only
possess distinctive properties based on degree of sonority but also distinctive properties of
timbre’. Triangular systems are ones in which ‘distinctive properties of timbre are found
with all vowels except the maximally open vowel phoneme. The latter phoneme is outside
the oppositions of localization’ (1969: 97), giving it the triangular shape.²²

Trubetzkoy goes on to illustrate different systems: the triangular vowel systems of Lak,
Persian, Arabic, Tlingit, which he analyses as having two degrees of aperture and two
classes of timbre (2); the quadrangular system of Lezghian (3); and the linear system of
Adyghe (4). Turkish is treated as having a four-class, two-degree quadrangular system,
with a primary opposition of aperture and additional oppositions of timbre (5).

(2) Triangular vowel system
i u

a

(3) Quadrangular vowel system
i u
e ɑ

(4) Linear vowel system
ə
e
ɑ

(5) Four-class, two-degree quadrangular system
i ü ɯ u
ɑ̈ ö ɑ o

11.4.3.2 Consonants
Trubetzkoy viewed the oppositions among consonants as a separate and more difficult
problem than that of vowels. Among consonants, he identified localization oppositions in
apicals, labials, gutturals (velars), and sibilants as universal types and defined a secondary
series of less universal consonant oppositions consisting of laryngeals, laterals, palatals, and
labiovelars. He proposed eight possible basic series of consonants. In addition, Trubetzkoy

The following eight classes of timbre are conceivable: rounded, unrounded, front, back, front rounded, back
rounded, front unrounded, back unrounded. All eight of these classes do in fact occur in different languages. But in
a single system only four classes of timbre can exist at the most.
²² He adds that ‘Distinctive properties of timbre are found with all vowels except the maximally open vowel

phoneme. The latter phoneme is outside the oppositions of localization’ (1969: 97). Trubetzkoy seems to treat the
most open vowels as determining the nature of the system. But, as Dresher has pointed out (see Dresher 2009:
42–59 and 2018), Trubetzkoy does not treat all five-vowel systems the same even if they can be characterized as /i,
e, a, o, u/. Thus, he treats Latin as a triangular system, with the low vowel outside the system of timbre, but
Japanese and Archi differently, with /a/ being grouped with the back vowels in Japanese and with the non-round
vowels in Archi. And, as Dresher also notes, Lezghian could be depicted as a triangular system with a gap, if the
low vowel’s behaviour would support it:

(i) i u
e

a
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set up a related subseries of equipollent oppositions within the basic series (labials and
labiodentals, interdentals and apicals, pre- and post-dorsal gutturals).

The difference between flat and plain consonants was one of timbre (or its articulatory
correlate, length of the oral resonator) and he relied on ternary oppositions for the features
flat and strident (distinguishing relative degrees of flatness/plainness and stridency/
mellowness) (1969: 127‒8). Trubetzkoy also noted that in many languages the basic and
the related series had unmarked and marked subseries defined by palatalization, emphatic
palatalization, emphatic velarization, rounding, or labialization (1969:129).

In terms of the manner of overcoming an obstruction, Trubetzkoy proposed that ‘five
bilateral oppositions can exist between the three degrees of obstruction [occlusives,
fricatives, and sonorants]’:

(a) sonorant/obstruent (correlation of sonants)
(b) momentary sound/continuant (correlation of stops or correlation of continuants)
(c) occlusive/fricative (correlation of constriction or correlation of occlusiveness)
(d) fricative/sonorant
(e) occlusive/sonorant (correlation of contrast)

These oppositions in turn define various types of systems depending on their function.
Trubetzkoy analyses Tamil, for example, as a system in which the occlusive/fricative
opposition is irrelevant phonologically. Tamil, he says:

has five obstruent phonemes. These are realized differently, depending on their environ-
ment: they occur as aspirated occlusives . . . initially. Medially after vowels they occur as
spirants ( . . . ). After nasals they are realized as voiced occlusives ( . . . ), and after r as
voiceless unaspirated occlusives ( . . . ). The oppositions between voiced and voiceless
aspirated and unaspirated obstruents, as well as between occlusives and spirants, are
therefore here determined by their phonic environment, and are phonologically irrelevant.
The phonological nature of the above-mentioned five phonemes of Tamil consists, on the
one hand, in their membership in specific localization series, on the other, in their being
obstruents. (1969: 141)

Trubetzkoy adds six secondary correlations among consonants: correlations of tension,
intensity, voice, aspiration, recursion (glottalization), and release. These comprise strong
and weak members, which Trubetzkoy links to natural unmarked and marked status.
Trubetzkoy rounds out his system with a third-level correlation of gemination and adds a
resonance correlation of nasals.²³

11.4.3.3 Prosody
The third aspect of Trubetzkoy’s theory of correlations deals with prosodic properties
(1969: 170‒207), a set of topics which had occupied him (and Jakobson) previously
(Trubetzkoy 2001b, c; Jakobson 1922, 1929, 1931a, 1936), syllable structure being an
important aspect of Slavic phonology.²⁴ Trubetzkoy revised his earlier view that prosodic

²³ I have omitted some minor additional levels of correlation in the interests on clarity and space.
²⁴ See Bethin (1998).
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properties are associated only with vowels, suggesting instead that they are properties of
syllables, though consonants are often prosodically irrelevant. The syllabic nucleus, which
was defined as the unit ‘which carries the distinctive prosodic properties’, may consist of a
vowel, a syllabic consonant, a ‘polyphonematic combination’ (1968: 170) of two vowels, or
of a vowel plus a sonorant consonant.

Overall, Trubetzkoy made several important analytic choices and typological proposals.
First, he set up a prosodic typology in terms of syllable nuclei, treating these as bimoraic or
monomoraic, where the mora is a subsyllabic unit of length. He adopted the term
prosodeme for the minimal unit of prosody and posited that languages are divided into
syllable-counting or mora-counting languages with respect to prosody. He offered a set of
(five) criteria for determining whether a language is mora-counting or syllable-counting.

Trubetzkoy also added a set of differential prosodic properties and properties dealing
with prosodic contact, such as Danish stød. He explained that ‘Differential properties
distinguish among the prosodemes themselves, while the properties based on type of
contact do not characterize the prosodemes themselves but merely their type of contact
with the following phonological element’ (1968: 182).²⁵ Differential properties include
accent (or stress), intensity, tone movement, and tone gemination, and were further
divided into culminative and nonculminative oppositions. The correlation of accent and,
as a subclass, the correlation of tone movement belong to the culminative type. Among the
nonculminative distinctive oppositions belongs the correlation of prosodic intensity in the
syllable-counting languages and the correlation of tone or register in the mora-counting
languages (1968: 183). Culminative properties are thus those which establish a prosodeme
as more prominent, and he proposed further that ‘In syllable-counting languages the
prosodemes are differentiated by intensity, in mora-counting languages by pitch’
(p. 182). Trubetzkoy’s work on prosody would be influential in the work of J. R. Firth
and later in nonlinear phonology (see Coleman 2018 for more discussion; see also
Beckman 1986, Fox 2000, Battaner Moro & Ogden, Chapter 12, this volume, on Firth,
and Kisseberth, Chapter 21, this volume, on nonlinear phonology).

11.5 From correlations to universal distinctive features

11.5.1 Features and laws of solidarity

As noted, Jakobson saw the Grundzüge through to publication with Trubetzkoy’s full
system of phonological properties intact, but he would soon pursue a different approach
also associated with the Prague School. In 1939, he presented a paper called ‘On the
structure of phonemes’ (‘Zur Struktur des Phonems’) at the University of Copenhagen,
describing the phoneme as completely analysable as distinctive properties which constitute
most basic units of the phonological system and he attributed the near-failure to recognize

²⁵ He adds that ‘in those languages where the differentiation of prosodemes does not only have a distinctive
function (i.e., a function-differentiating meaning), the prosodemes are distributed in such a way that each word
has only a single prosodeme which by virtue of its differential property stands out among all others’ (1967: 182)
giving the example of Russian, where only a specified vowel is stressed and the remaining vowels unstressed.
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features to Saussure’s emphasis on the linear nature of the signifier.²⁶ While in Sweden,
Jakobson published a 1941 monograph called Kindersprache, Aphasie und allgemeine
Lautgesetze—Child Language, Aphasia and Phonological Universals in its later English
translation (1968)—in which he argued that the sequence of stages in language acquisition
‘obeys the principle of maximal contrast and proceeds from the simple and undifferenti-
ated to the stratified and differentiated’ (1968: 68).

In Kindersprache, Jakobson’s developing thought on distinctive features turned to
phonological typology, bringing together what was then known about the acquisition of
sounds and phonemic regression. Distinguishing relative from absolute tendencies,
Jakobson posited universals of language acquisition from the babbling stage through the
acquisition of a phonemic system and a complementary order for the dissolution of the
phonemic system (though one based on less and more fragmentary data than what was
available for language acquisition).

Jakobson described phonemic acquisition, the establishment of the system after the
babbling stage, as initially involving the opposition between vowel and consonant, with ‘a
as the first vowel and generally a labial as the first consonant’ (1968: 48). The consonant
opposition is elaborated with further distinctions between nasal and oral stops and labials
and dentals, with vowel oppositions being further elaborated by the addition of a narrow
vowel (generally /i/) and a later split into ‘palatal and velar’ yielding /i/ and /u/ or to a third
degree of openness, yielding /i/ and /ɛ/ (1968: 49).

The crucial insight is that ‘Both varieties of the minimal vocalic system, as well as the
minimal consonantal system are fundamentally characterized by the presence of phon-
emes which combine two distinctive qualities’ (1968: 50). Jakobson emphasized that the
qualities—the features—are the relevant defining characteristics, not the phonemes them-
selves, and posited a universal differentiation that underlies the minimal vowel and
consonant triangles in (6):²⁷

(6) a k
u i p t

Jakobson went on to connect the later acquisition of phonological distinctions with ‘the
laws of irreversible solidarity . . . which govern the synchrony of all the language of the
world’ (p. 51): that fricatives presuppose the presence of stops, that back consonants
presuppose the presence of front consonants, and so on, concluding that ‘According to
these laws [of solidarity—EB], a secondary value cannot exist in a linguistic system without
the corresponding primary value’. He added that ‘The laws of solidarity turn out to be
panchronic. They retain their validity at every stage and in the course of every change in all
of the languages of the world’ (1968: 59).

While many of the details of child language and aphasia have turned out to be more
complex than imagined in Kindersprache, Jakobson’s proposal that there is a universal
hierarchy of values has proven to be one of his most durable insights and was (along with

²⁶ The paper was only published many years later in Jakobson’s Selected Writings I (1962). See Joseph (1989)
for some discussion.
²⁷ In Kindersprache, Jakobson emphasized the connection of the minimal vowel and consonant systems to

chromatism and achromatism (abundance of sound) and lightness and darkness (1968: 73–6). The triangle
schema becomes even more apparent in Jakobson & Halle (1957: 51–3).
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Trubetzkoy’s Grundzüge) influential in the development of markedness in generative
phonology (see Kenstowicz, Chapter 19, this volume).

11.5.2 Information theory and distinctive features

Jakobson’s eventual academic homes were Harvard and MIT, where information theory
and acoustics helped shape his thinking. The theory of binary oppositions was recast as a
theory of binary distinctive features with plus or minus values, most notably in Preliminaries
to Speech Analysis: The Distinctive Features and their Correlates (Jakobson et al. 1952), and
later in Fundamentals of Language (Jakobson & Halle 1956). Jakobson et al. offered a dozen
binary features involving the presence or absence of a phonological property (and hence all
‘privative’ in Trubetzkoyan terms) or involving more or less of a particular sound quality.
Features were defined acoustically as well as by their articulation, which permitted certain
oppositions to be formulated in a more uniform fashion. For example, since dentals and
palatals are higher pitched than labials and velars the two series could be distinguished by the
feature opposition acute v. grave (higher pitch v. lower pitch).²⁸ A further division into
compact v. diffuse (energy concentrated the middle and lower range of the spectrum v. energy
widely separated and dispersed at the upper end of the spectrum) distinguished labials and
dentals (diffuse) from palatals and velars (compact).

The attention to the features of sound from the perspective of the hearer as well as the
speakers was of course one of the original tenets of the Prague School and this later
incarnation took advantage of the fact that acoustic effects can be achieved by different
means of articulation. Not only did this allow the coalescence of such distinctions as dental
and palatal as acute and labial and velar as grave, but it allowed vowels to be described with
the same acoustic features. Thus, acute/grave distinguishes high front vowels (i, ü) from
back vowels (u, o,). In Jakobson et al. (1952), the following features are introduced and
defined in terms of their ‘stimulus’ (acoustic signal), ‘production’ (articulation), and
‘occurrence’ (frequency) in languages.

The set of features remained consistent in the later exposition by Jakobson & Halle
(1956) and was doubled in the set proposed in Chomsky & Halle (1968: 299‒300).²⁹ For

Table 11.1. Jakobsonian distinctive features

Fundamental source features
1. Vocalic/Nonvocalic
2. Consonantal/Nonconsonantal
Secondary source features
3. Interrupted/Continuant
4. Checked/Unchecked
5. Strident/Mellow
6. Voiced/Voiceless

Resonance features
7. Compact/Diffuse
8. Acute/Grave
9. Flat/Plain
10. Sharp/Plain
11. Tense/Lax
12. Nasal/Oral

²⁸ Jakobson attributes the terms ‘acute’ and ‘grave’ to Maurice Grammont.
²⁹ For additional discussion of the features, see Dresher & Hall (Chapter 18, this volume) and Halle (1983b).
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more on Jakobson’s later work, see Jakobson & Waugh (1979) and Pourciau (2017); for a
study of his system of features, see Baltaxe (1978).

11.6 Sprachbund: Phonetics and linguistic geography

An important appendix to the Grundzüge (1968: 298–304) reprints Trubetzkoy’s 1931
article ‘Phonology and Linguistic Geography’ (2001e). The piece is organized around
Trubetzkoy’s views on dialect difference and dialect geography, which he sees as being
phonological, phonetic, or what he calls ‘etymological’, with each type comprising sub-
types. Phonological differences may involve sound inventory or function (as ‘when a
phoneme in one dialect occurs in a phonological position in which it is not found in
another dialect’). Phonetic differences may be absolute or limited to certain environments,
and etymological differences may be compensatory (where the wider distribution of one
phoneme compensates for the more restricted distribution of another) or free (unrelated to
functional differences). Trubetzkoy goes on to offer some proposals for dialect geography
ending with this:

There is no question that such an extension of phonological dialectology across the
boundaries of individual languages (without regard to linguistic relatedness) can be useful.
Certain phonological phenomena are distributed geographically in such a way that they
occur in several unrelated, but geographically adjacent, languages, or, vice versa, that they
are absent from the larger geographical areas in which several languages are spoken.
Roman Jakobson has demonstrated this for the consonantal oppositions of timbre and the
vocalic pitch oppositions. The same could also be shown for other phonological phenom-
ena. For example, the correlation based on type of expiration ‘with glottal stop’/’without
glottal stop’ is common in all languages of the Caucasus without regard to their origin
(that is, not only in the North and South Caucasian languages, but also in the Indo-
European and Turkic languages of this area). On the other hand, this correlation does not
occur elsewhere in Europe or in the adjacent areas of Asia and Eurasia. Such geographical
distributional areas can also be determined for individual phonemes. It should be noted
here that the distributional boundaries for phonological phenomena coincide by no means
always with language boundaries. (1968: 303)

What is perhaps not particularly evident in Trubetzkoy’s short essay is his abiding
interest in language contact and change, which he addressed in several short articles and
studies of ‘language union’ or Sprachbund (originally jazykovoj sojuz) and a parallel notion
of cultural zones, both of which Trubetzkoy and Jakobson viewed as natural products of
the long term contact of diverse groups.

The Sprachbund idea had been introduced briefly in Proposition 16 at the 1928 Hague
congress (Trubetzkoy 1928), where it was proposed that language groupings be classified as
either families (Sprachfamilien) or language leagues (Sprachbünde). Genetically unrelated
languages comprise a Sprachbund when they display similarity in syntax and morpho-
logical structure and share many common cultural words, and they may also have surface
similarity in sound systems. Trubetzkoy proposed a Balkan language union based on
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features of Bulgarian, Romanian, Albanian, and Modern Greek, each belonging to a
different subfamily of Indo-European but sharing grammatical features. He seems to
have intended the Sprachbund to refer to morphological, syntactic, and lexical similarities,
but refers approvingly to Jakobson’s work. Jakobson (1931b, c, d, f) proposed a phono-
logical union which he referred to as the ‘Eurasian Sprachbund’ (in Russian: evrazijskij
jazykovoj sojuz). The phonological union, which had Russia as its centre, was based on
geographical contiguity and phonological features of palatalization and polytony. For an
extensive discussion, see Sériot (1999, 2014) and Matejka (2000).

Trubetzkoy and Jakobson seem to have been introduced to the idea of language unions
from work of Johannes Schmidt (1843‒1901), a student of August Schleicher’s, and the
idea fit well with the teleological focus of Prague School research, as Sériot (1999, 2014)
explores. The Sprachbund notion runs counter to the traditional language family idea, and
as Toman (1995b) and others have shown, the underlying idea was connected to
Trubetzkoy’s long-standing interest in Eurasianism and cultural dichotomies between
Eastern Slavs and the Romano-Germanic world, evident in language, music, art, and folk
culture.³⁰ Eurasianism was also, for Trubetzkoy, evident in the temperament of the Eastern
Slavic people and their characterization as Turanian—as a culture spanning Slavic, Turkic,
and Mongol elements.³¹

11.7 Morphophonology

The second appendix to the Grundzüge deals with morphophonology, reproducing
Trubetzkoy’s 1931 essay ‘Gedanken über Morphonologie’ (‘Thoughts on Morphonology’;
201l). Trubetzkoy considered morphophonology (or morphonology as he sometimes
referred to it) ‘the most neglected branch of grammar’ (1969: 305) and attributed
that neglect to the Neogrammarians (specifically citing August Schleicher; see Schleicher
1861‒62):

Indo-Europeanists never liked to admit that morphonology formed a separate and
independent branch of grammar; not only as far as the protolanguage was concerned
but also in every individual language. Morphonology was regarded as the result of a
compromise or an interaction of the history of sound and the history of forms. A part of
the morphonological phenomena was therefore discussed in phonology, another part in
morphology. (1968: 306)

As a remedy, he proposed morphonology as the study of the phonological structure of a
language’s morphemes, the sound changes that occur when morphemes are combined, and
the ‘sound alternation series that fulfill a morphological function’, that is, which distin-
guish productive and non-productive inflection and derivation. In earlier work

³⁰ In his posthumously published ‘Thoughts on the Indo-European problem’ (Gedanken über das
Indogermanenproblem), Trubetzkoy (2001i) proposed a Mediterranean Sprachbund, based on morphology and
linking Indo-European with North Caucasian and Semitic languages. The essay speculates that Indo-European
might have developed by convergence from languages having no genetic link because of long contact in the same
territory.
³¹ See Trubetzkoy’s essay on ‘The Legacy of Ghengis Kahn’ in Trubetzkoy (1991).
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(Trubetzkoy 1929, 1931d), he had illustrated his conception using the now familiar
example of the Russian word for ‘hand’: between nominative ruka and genitive ruki, the
opposition is unpalatalized versus palatalized k, an automatic phonetic alternation. In the
contrast between ruka and ručnoi (‘hand’ v. ‘manual’), the /k/-/č/ opposition is between
two different phonemes, and the segment in question is treated as a morphophoneme, an
abstraction consisting of the set of phonetic variants.³²

Trubetzkoy applied the morphophoneme concept in his early study of the extinct West
Slavic language Polabian (1929b), in his study of Russian morphology (Trubetzkoy 1934),
and in lectures in the early 1930s which formed the basis of his posthumously published
history of the Slavic languages (Trubetzkoy 1954). The 1934 study of Russian represents
Truebtzkoy’s most elaborated work on the topic and one that his correspondence shows he
struggled with for some time (Stankiewicz, 1976b: 105).³³ Ultimately his approach, which
emphasized description of the free and automatic alternations, remained limited (see
Kilbury 1976; Stankiewicz 1976b) and in the long shadow of his phonological work. As
Stankiewicz (1976b: 182) notes, ‘The preoccupation with concrete, phonemic segments
and the neglect of more abstract morphologically relevant features impinges throughout on
Trubetzkoy’s analysis’, with alternations ‘presented more as an inventory of alternating
phonemes than as a system of their relations’. Trubetzkoy was aware of the limitations of
his approach, especially in the Russian vowel-zero alternation. Jakobson (1948) later
revised Russian verbal morphology with an analysis that derived the complex grammatical
forms from a single stem and a small set of rules, establishing a model for morphophon-
emic analysis that found its way into early generative phonology.

11.8 Towards a Second Prague School

Trubetzkoy’s death, the publication of the Grundzüge, and Jakobson’s exodus to America
marked the end of the formative stages of the Prague Linguistics Circle and the first Prague
School period. As we have seen, Jakobson went on to revisit and develop many of the
themes and ideas of this productive era in his later work, transmitting it both to the
structural anthropology of Levi Strauss and the early generative phonology of Noam
Chomsky and Morris Halle (who had been Jakobson’s student at Columbia and then at
Harvard). Jakobson’s later work blended in clinical research, information theory, Peircean
semiology, the multifunctionality of sound, and more, often circling back to literary and
aesthetic interests as well. Jakobson, too, returned to the large question of the arbitrariness
of the sign, continually rethinking the sign value of phonemes (see in particular Jakobson &
Waugh 1979).

In a sense, Jakobson’s and Trubetzkoy’s productive intellectual partnership seems to
have been built on a combination of shared interests and distinct personalities: Jakobson
continually integrating new ideas and discoveries and Trubetzkoy developing as rigorous

³² Michael Silverstein (p.c.) points out that such alternations were key in Baudoin de Courtenay’s work, and
materialize in the Cours de linguistique générale (Saussure 1916) in the discussion of diachrony (sound law in
particular) and its synchronic consequences.
³³ Stankiewicz also notes that Trubetzkoy indicated his indebtedness to the Kazan School work onmorphology.
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and wide-ranging a set of procedures and definitions as possible. Their output character-
izes Jakobson as the lumper to Trubetzkoy’s splitter, the synthesizer to the methodologist.

While Jakobson and Trubetzkoy are most associated with Prague School phonology,
there were many other contributors as well to the early phonological work of the Circle.³⁴
Mathesius, Bohumil Trnka, Josef Vachek, Bohuslav Havránek, Alexander Isachenko,
Vladimír Skalička, and others contributed early phonological studies on the intricacies of
the phoneme, the archiphoneme, the role of disjunction, and the distinction between
contrast and opposition. Trnka and Vachek in particular maintained long-standing inter-
ests in English phonology, Trnka contributing A Phonological Analysis of Present-Day
Standard English in 1935.³⁵ Vachek (1909‒96) wrote several theoretical studies of the
phoneme and contributed analytic work on English and Czech phonology, including an
important early study on the nature of phonological units (Vachek 1936; see Dresher &
Hall, Chapter 18, this volume) and a later critique of the archiphoneme (Vachek 1966).
Vachek was also instrumental in bringing together an important overview and collections
of Praguiania (Vachek 1964a; Vachek & Dušková 1983). Bohuslav Havránek (1893‒1978)
focused his attention on literary stylistics, but also historical phonology (Havránek 1929).
Also worth mentioning is the dialectologist Nikolai Durnovo (1876‒1936), who lived in
Czechoslovakia from 1924 to 1929 and was frequently cited by Trubetzkoy and Jakobson
(and who returned to the Soviet Union from Prague, only to be murdered in the purges of
the 1930s). Isachenko (1910‒78), who was Trubetzkoy’s doctoral student and became his
son-in-law, worked on the phonology of Russian and Slovak. Jan Mukařovský
(1891–1975), while not a linguist, worked closely with Jakobson on studies of the aesthetic
function of sound and remained in Prague, serving as a bridge between the Prague
linguistics and broader Czech literary structuralism (see Mukařovský 1976, 1977).

The work of the Prague School continued and evolved after World War II and during
the Cold War period. Phonological studies remained an interest but new work focused
on functional syntax, statistical and computational issues, and discourse and semantics.
A so-called Second Prague School emerged in the 1960s with the work of Jan Firbas, Eva
Hajičová, František Daneš, Oldřich Leška, Petr Sgall, Vladimír Skalička, Aleš Svoboda, and
the continued involvement of Vachek. See Luelsdorff (1994) and Luelsdorff et al. (1994).

As for the first Prague School, its phonological heyday was from 1925 to 1939, bringing
together ideas from Moscow, Kazan, and Geneva to a new synthesis of the goals and
methods of linguistics. In addition to Toman (1995b), readers can find many pieces in
Vachek (1964a). The work was part of a broad scholarly interaction among phonological
thinkers. With the intellectual tension created by Trubetzkoy and Jakobson and the
organizational shrewdness of Mathesius, the Prague School laid the early foundations for
phonology as a model discipline. Its foci were on the notions of contrast and opposition as
central to linguistic analysis, foundational work on distinctive features, a grounding in an
organizing framework of language functions, a sharpening of the phonology/phonetics
dichotomy, a reliance on typology and universals, and a connection of system with
teleology. And the Prague School’s specific technical ideas, particularly neutralization,
archiphonemes, hierarchy and markedness, the Sprachbund, and morphophonology

³⁴ The main interest of Karcevsky was syntax and that of Mathesius was English grammar, but see Mathesius
(1929) and Karcevski (1931).
³⁵ See also Novák (1933/34), Trnka (1936, 1982), and Skalička (1935).
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have continued to form the background and basis of much later phonological and
linguistic study.
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